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Due
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“What the team is known for: Highly rated British Columbia boutique specialising in 
online gaming. Respected for its handling of corporate and securities matters on 
behalf of interests in the iGaming and e-sports spaces. Also provides notable 
services in relation to regulatory clearance and licensing agreements.”

Segev LLP is a medium-sized business law firm located in downtown Vancouver with satellite offices in 
the USA & China.

We provide insights, analyses, and strategy services to some of the world’s best and nimblest 
businesses – all underpinned by out-of-the-box thinking and high-quality legal work.

Provided by Chambers

Segev LLP has been ranked in the Chambers and Partners 2022 
Guide as a top tier firm for Gaming and Licensing.

Who We Are

Our core mission is simple.
Add Value to your business.

Segev LLP does this in a lot of ways – we assist with private and public securities offerings and 
going-public transactions and efficiently structure corporate and M&A transactions. We represent 
clients in a number of industries and provide strategic business advice that adds value and positions 
our clients for growth. We connect entrepreneurs to investors and assist in the transaction.

What We Do



Why Pre-Finance
Due Diligence?
As an investor, we assist you in evaluating the 
potential risk associated with your investment. 
Does the target company hold any hidden risk, 
is the investment structured in an optimal 
manner, is there security interest granted, or 
are share rights what you expect? Does 
company IP properly reside in the company, 
are there any hidden skeletons in the company, 
and are you getting what you’re paying for?

As a company, are you putting your best foot 
forward to potential investors and addressing 
outstanding issues? Are you lowering 
perceived risks to help you justify
your valuation?

Our due diligence team performs a thorough 
review on each company and provides an 
investor with a scorecard detailing areas of 
concern with the company’s corporate, IP, and
commercial standing. We provide 
recommendations addressing investor 
concerns, allowing for peace of mind on the 
company’s records.

Our due diligence process is an opportunity for 
your company to become investor ready.



Corporate
Documents
We collect key corporate, finance, and IP 
related documents and conduct searches to 
ensure there are no outstanding issues 
requiring attention.

Due Diligence
Report
We prepare a due diligence report 
summarizing results and addressing areas 
of principal concern. Working alongside the 
investor, we then provide a company 
scorecard tailored to specific investor 
concerns, if any.

Analysis &
Inquiry
We identify and discuss risk areas that 
would be of material interest to investors.

Offering
Documents
For investors, we review and negotiate 
terms aligned with the market and investor 
preferences.

For companies, we assist in ensuring you 
have all offering documents and legal 
contracts you need to raise financing to best 
suit your financing strategy.

Recommendations
We guide and assist parties by addressing 
recommendations and working with
the stakeholders towards closing
the transaction.

Our Due Diligence Process

Document
Collection

Offering
Documents

Recommendations
& Follow Up

Analysis &
Inquiry

Due Diligence
Report



Corporate
Documents

Constating/charter documents

Shareholders’ agreement

Litigation and court searches

Material documents for related and
affiliate companies

Share Issuance
Documents

Securities register/cap table

Directors’ resolutions approving each share 

Issuance

Equity incentive plan (such as stock
option plan)

Stock options and grants

Warrants

Share capitalization (non-diluted
and fully diluted basis)

Management
Documents respecting each director

Documents respecting each officer

Documents respecting each key employee

Litigation and personal property registry 
searches

Employment agreements

Consulting agreements

Commercial agreements

Management
Agreements



IP registration searches

IP provisions in material agreements

Protection documents and processes

Intellectual
Property

prepare due diligence report summarizing 
results and areas of principal concern

provide company scorecard informed by 
investor’s specific concerns

Due Diligence
Report

Segev LLP has a robust history of success in 
helping clients and investors navigate the 
complexities of private corporate finance 
transactions from seed to multiple series.

We have experience advising on valuation 
issues, structuring forward looking 
cap-tables, advising on SAFE, 
convertible-debt, equity, and debt 
financings, as well as option and
warrant structuring.

We have acted for and opposite casual 
investors, angels, super angels, VCs, funds 
and family offices, and we look forward to 
supporting you with your investment or 
financing strategy and legal needs.

Experience &
Enterprise



Our fees are established according to the 
pre-money valuation of the company.

Start-up:

$2 - $5 Million

Emerging:

$5 - $15 Million

Growth:

$15+ Million

Management
We provide an all-inclusive flat-fee according to company 
valuation, inclusive of disbursements, taxes, and time 
allocation. Our clients’ success is our key metric, and our 
fees are competitively tailored to ensure our clients can 
focus on growth.

Contact us for our latest tier pricing.
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